Témata komisí EYP den EDUCAnet Praha

**DEVE – Committee on Development**
With one in six children aged 5–14 still being engaged in child labour in developing countries, how should the EU react to the lack of political commitment in beneficiary countries greatly undermining EU development objectives?

**IMCO – Committee on Internal Market and Consumer Protection**
Google, Facebook, Twitter and other, are we giving out our personality to private companies? How can EU and its Member States protect citizens' private and personal data in digital age? Or is the internet a "zone of absolute freedom"?

**EMPL – Committee on Employment and Social Affairs**
With the number of people in the EU aged 65 and above expected to grow by at least 35% by 2050, what should be done to enable elderly persons to be full members of society for as long as possible whilst considering the impact of Europe's ageing population?